
Dora Stewart
Business Development & 
Account Manager

Qualifications
• Trade Hand and Machine Compositor

• Apprentice of the Year, School of Graphic Arts, Croydon 
Campus 

• Supervision Techniques 1 and 2

• Workplace Assessment and Training Cert IV

• Rehabilitation and Return to Work

Key areas of expertise
• Customer Service Management

• Prepress Management

• Lean Management

• WHS

• Typesetting 

Past Life
• Hyde Park Press – Customer Service Manager, Sales

• Gillingham Printers – Sales, Prepress Management 

• The Border Watch – Typesetting and Composing 
operations

Testimonial
“Dora Stewart and her team impressed me no end with their 
attention to detail and proactive approach when dealing with 
a number of challenges in what was an anything but off-
the-shelf product we needed. As well as meeting the critical 
deadline with their usual efficiency and continued good 
humour, from start to finish they have been without equal.

Thanks again.”

Mark Pharaoh 
Senior Collections Manager, SA Museum

Dora has been working in the design and print industry for 
over 35 years. She moved to Adelaide to expand her skills 
and knowledge in commercial printing and bookwork, after 
completing an apprenticeship at The Border Watch newspaper 
in Mount Gambier.

Dora holds a great passion for helping others realise their 
dreams, particularly those wishing to become self-publishers. In 
helping people to self-publish, Dora meets personalities from 
many walks of life, with interesting stories to share, whether it be 
fact or fiction, poetry or education. She enjoys helping authors 
see years of research and writing come to fruition.

Her friendly, positive and can-do attitude is a key trait that 
makes Dora a truly valued employee at Openbook Howden. 

Outside of the office, Dora likes to put on her dancing shoes 
and go ballroom dancing with her partner Rod. Recently, Dora & 
Rod started up Dancebeat Social Ballroom – Just for fun, where 
lovers of New Vogue and Modern Ballroom dance can go to 
enjoy a social evening.  

She also enjoys camping, walking and cycling. 

working with you…


